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Recollections of Henry Corbin and
Refl ections upon his Intellectual Significancen
Snvven HossntN Nesn

f wenty years has passed since the death of the emiflent French phil-

I osopher and orientalist, my o1d friend and colleague l-Ienry Corbin,

and it is only befitting his pre-eminence in the intellectual realm to

devote this occasion to the celebration of his ntemory. Having spent

twenty years in very close collaboration and also friendship with
Corbin, I could have easily spent the time accorded to me here today

to speak of our participation in many conferences from Paris and

Strasbourg to Tehran, of our pilgrimage to Islamic holy sites in Iran

such as Jamkaran near Qom, of visits to numelolrs traditional scholars

foremost among them the late'Allamah Tabataba'i with whom Corbin

and i held reguiar sessions for some twenty yeafs, in many of which a
number of other scholars from the late Murtadi Mutahhari to Dariush

Shayegan were present. I could also speak of our numerous academic

collaborations from teaclfng a doctoral seminar togethel at the Faculty

of Letters of Tehran University, to working together in the estab-

lishment of the Iranian Academy of Philosophy, to writing joint works

such as L'Histoire de la philosophie islam.ique nlot to mention the long

effort spent together in making the works of Suhrawardi known to both
the Iranian and Freuch lvorlds.

i shall, however, refrain from delving into personai recollections, but
make use of my trong years of personai association with Corbin, as well
as my own engagement in tire field of islamic philosophy, Sufism and

related subjects, to appraise the significance of the Corbinian corpws

and the intellectual and spiritual traits of the man which led to the

creation of one of the most imposing intellectual edifices of twentieth
century western scholarshiP.

It must be said at the outset that Corbin was not only a philosopher

nor only a mystic but a mysticai philosopher and philosophical rnystic.

He had a strong mystical bent ancl a love for the esoteric. He sought to

see eve$/thing with the eye of inwardness and never remained satisfied

- English version of a lectrtre given in Paris in October rgg8 on the occasion of the

twentielh anniversary of the cieath of Henry Corbin.
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with only the outward' It seems that in his early days' long before

havrng dir.o,r"r"d Ndsir-i Khustaw, he had understood the verse of

this master poet-PhilosoPher.

Look at the inner dimension of the world with the eye of inwardness'

Forwiththeoutwardlookingeyethoushaltneverseetheinward.

corbin was always in search of the inward and the esotedc, not in an

occultist way but in the context of religious traditions and in a meta-

nhvsical sense. He was not of a mysticall bent in the ordinary sense of

i1",;;r;rfim ,f love so prevaleni in Christianity, but was a mystic in

;i;; ;;il of being u1*uyi concerued with the ntysteriu-m in its sacred

sense. He was a mystic like Meister Eckhart and Johannes Scotus

Erisena. for whom irfsticism was combined with knowledge which

id;ililr;; anJ finatty delivers the soul from all bondage. Corbin was

er;*" i; gnosis, if this term be understood in its authentic sense as

beine the same as irfAninArabic and Persian inanainsanskrit and not

tf-r. i".r*iu" schoof known as gnosticism. He was in fact a gnostic in

the traditional sense even if todaly ceftain of his readers seek to turn him

i;r;; ;h"-pion of gnosticism ir', itt hittrrical sense as related to the

;;dy..;;;;of Ch?istianity andto its revival in certain circles today'

Ctrbin was, however, also a rigorous philospher with a disciplined

philosophical mind which distinguished him from the type of mystic

irtro ,,urra, opposed to anv intellectual discourse. corbin felt deeply at

home with Pl,ctinus or Proclus, Suhrawardi or Gemisthos Plethon, For

him there was a deep need to avoid a schism between philosophy and_

mysticism or the intellectual training of the mind and pleparation of

on",s*hol"beingforanexistentialexperienceofthenoumenal.
To achieve this end, Corbin was deeply drawn to the reality of reli-

gionandespeciallythespirituallifeandhisgazewentbeyondthecon-
fines of the Christian tiadition even in his youth. But while Corbin

studied and also ascertained on the practical plane the significance of a

spiritual master, and in fact met many Sufi masters in lran' he never

sought a human master for himself. He was attlacted to the type of spir-

Ituiity which emphasizes a celestial master, whether that be Christ,

the Herrnetic ,Perfect Naturel the Twelfth Imam, or Khadir. This partic-

ular trait of corbin was to play a central role in his private as well as his

scholarly life and his strong attachment to Shi'ism'

Besides all these tlaits, iorbin also had a remarkable scholarly bent

of mind without ever being only scholarly in a pedantic sense for the
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meaning always predominated, for him, over form. But he did master
many difficult languages, was very meticulous in his study of manu-
scripts and was a bibliophile who paid a great deal of attention to the
bibliographic aspect of scholarly research. His years of work at the
BibliothBque Nationale only helped to train this aspect of his mind and
to strengthen a propensity which already existed in him.

As a result of the possession of these traits and also because of his
great personal sensitivity to the spiritual dimension of existence,
Corbin was fully aware of the dead-end which modern western civili-
zation had reached. He deplored the depleting of the meaning of life,
the reduction of philosophy to logic and its divorce from spiritual
vision, the prevalence of various forms of materialism and especially
historicism and the worship of time against which he rebelled with all
his being. Once, whenwe were working on liHistoire de la philosophie
islamique and envisaging its continuation after the first volume, he
said to me, 'My friend, the time has now arrived to write the anti-his-
tory of anti-philosophy in the West'. His constant battle against histori-
cism in later life, and his insistence upon distinguishing between histo-
rial and historical, go back to profound intellectual and psychological
traits to be found in him since his youth.

Now, for such a young man studying in the France of the rgzos, what
were the possibilities to pursue an intellectual and spiritual life that
would be harmonious with his inner nature and the need for esoterism
and an authentic mystical philosophy? Corbin had already distanced
himself from Catholicism precisely because of his love for esoterism
and his identification of Catholic orthodoxy with only the exoteric. He
had therefore learned much from such great Catholic figures as Etienne
Gilson and Louis Massignon, both of whom I also knew well, but he
could not follow their lead completely in his own personal quest.
Precisely because of this early aversion against brthodoxyi which he
understood only in the exotedc sense that he had encountered in his
youth, he was also not attracted to the traditionalist perspective of Ren6
Gu6non, Frithjof Schuon and Titus Burckh ardt, an orthodox and at the
same time esoteric perspective which I share and which I discussed
often with Corbin. Nor could Corbin follow completely the German
schools of philosophy, especially Martin Heidegger whose works he
was the first to translate into French. Although Corbin was interested in
Heidegger's hermeneutics and called himself a phenomenologist, he
could not accept any philosophy which did not lead to the illuminative
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knowledge of the hidden, to the leashf al-mahjab or unveiling of the
veiled with which he identified his understanding of phenomenology.
Corbin was interested in spiritual hermeneutics or ta wtrland therefore,
while attracted and indebted to Dilthy, Husserl, Heidegger and others
who were engaged in hermeneutics, he sought a hermeneutics which
would do full justice to the reality of the esoteric dimension of things,
and that could not be other than what Islamic esoterists call kashf al-
rnal.tjhb. Nor could Corbin accept a view of Existenzwhich would lead
to death and non-existence rather than the eternal life of the abode of
Absolute Being (al-wujud al-ruutlaq). He in fact yeamed for a Mulld
Sadra long before he knew him.

Had a man such as Corbin lived in the Middle Ages, he would have
found a St. Bonaventure, Dante, Eckhart or even later Nicholas of Cusa
with whom he could study and whom he could follow. Even if he lived
during the following few centuries, he could have discovered Jacob
Boehme and the Lutheran theosophers before him, or a figure such as

J. C. Hamann who tumed the Cartesian dictum cogito ergo sum onits
head and expressed the truth of the matter by saying su?ru. ergo cognit o,

since being precedes the accident of thinking. Corbin was to write of
such figures and felt especially close to them, but they were not his
contemporaries. It was as a result of the situation in the Europe of his
youth, where esoterism had been dismissed by both official religion
and mainstream philosophy and what remained of it reduced to
occultism, that Corbin looked intellectually beyond the borders of the
West. He thus turned to the study of Arabic, Persian and Pahlavi as well
as Islamic thought.

It was during the course of these studies that he was introduced by
Massignon to the works of Suhrawardi, the master of ishrd.q or illu-
mination, who across eight centuries of history was to stretch a hand
to the young Corbin and lead him, after a detour of several years in
Istanbul, to Iran where Corbin found his spiritual home. A congeni-
ality developed between him and the heirs to Iran's spiritual and intel-
lectual traditions, a relation that itself issued from the deep inner
attachment of Corbin to the Iranian world which he considered as the
indispensable intermediate spiritual realm between Jerusalem and
Benares, between the world of Abraham and that of Rama, Krishna and
the Buddha. Throughthis inner sympatheia, Corbinwas able to set out
to explore a whole spiritual and intellectual continent which is that of
Islamic Iran and what he himself called'Iranian Islam'. But he was an
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explorer who came with love and the desire to leam, to know and
make knorrrn, rather than to plunder and dominate. It was these very
inner qualities and traits of Corbin that made him not only a pioneer in
the discovery of this continent for the western and especially French
audience, but also an important bridge between the Islamic East and
the West.

These traits in Corbin led him to ,-rorrd studies of Christian esoteric
and theosophical doctrines as well as those lesser known trends of the
westem esoteric philosophical traditions which are hardly ever pre-

sented in standard works of the history of western philosophy. He
studied Hamann and Swedenborg, Boehme and Renaissance alchem-
ists as well as such philosophers as Franz von Baader. He was also

deeply immersed in those currents of philosophical and lsligious
thought of his day which had an esoteric bent or at least pointed to the
reality of the inner world as can be seen in his long association with the
Eranos annual meetings and such figures as Gershom Scholem and
Ernst Benz. He was also attracted on a certain level to C. G. Jung, over
whom we had many heated discussions, his view of Jung having been
much more positive than mine, to put it mildly.

For Corbin all of these activists were important but nevertheless in a
sense secondary in comparison to his intellectual and spiritual joumey
in the hewly discovered' continent of Persian thought and culture
which took most of his eners/ and effort. His interest in the esoteric
combined with a quest for a non-human spiritual master and a histori-
cal view ef lsligious reality which would not become imprisoned in the
dimension of time and historicism, led him to the world of Islam in gen-
eral and Shi'ism in particular. He paid little attention to the legal and
social aspects of Shi'ism being interested in Shi'ism primarily as Islamic
esoterism. Not only did he make major intellectual contributions to
both Twelve-Imam and Ismd'IE Shi'ite studies on the philosophical and
theological levels, but he was also drawn personally to Shi'ism. His atti-
tude toward the Shi'ite Imams was not one of a French scholar deeply
attached to the subject of his studies. It was more than that and
involved an existential participation in the reality of Shi'ism. On many
occasions when discussing some philosophical or theological subject
he would begin by saying 'nous shi'ites'and then e4pressing his views.

Shi'ism was for Corbin a spiritual realityinwhichhe participated as well
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as a subject which he studied with unprecedented empathy as far as

western scholarship was concerned.
The love for the esoteric also Ied Corbin to Sufism which, along with

Shi'ism, is the repository of Islamic esoterism and in fact its main
expression. Here again he was deeply attracted to Persian Sufism and
such figures as Rrfzbihan Baqli and Sayyid \aydN Amuli, who was
both a Sufi and a Shi'ite theologian. But his love for gnosis was to lead
him naturally beyond the borders of the Iranian world to Ibn'Arab1
that ocean of Islamic gnosis from whom so manytributaries originated
in later centuries. In Ibn'Arabi Corbin found one of the most complete
expressions of gnosis and mystical philosophy and a life of remarkable
richness as far as spiritual vision was concemed. Moreover, Corbin was
the first major contemporary westem e4positor of the metaphysical
doctrine of the imaginal world, tl":re rnundus imaginalis, to which he
was attacted with all his mind and soul. A11 of these traits, along with
others that cannot be discussed here, made lbn'Arabl one of the major
subjects of Corbin's stufies. Through the doctrines of Ibn 'Arabl
Corbin was in fact able to present for the first time to the modern West
a complete doctrine of the mund.us imaginalis, an achievement which
is one of Corbin's main intellectual contributions, one which has had
great influence among certain philosophers, psychologists and artists
in Europe and America. This intense interest in Ibn'Arabl shows that
Corbin fid not limit his interests to the Iranian world, although that
world would remain the centre of his interests. Even his major study of
Ibn'Arab1 lilrnagination crdatrice dans le soufisme d'Ibn'Arabihas a

chapter entitled 'Entre l'Andalousie et l'Iran: Esquisse d'une topo-
graphie spirituelle'.

Because of Corbin's deep attraction to philosophy and mysticism at
the same time, his main guide and teacher remained Suhrawardi to
whom he would often refer as'notre nr.aitre'. Corbin found his perfect
intellectual home in that harmonious fusion between logical rigor and
mystical ecstasy that is demonstrated in the Hilemat al-ishrd.q,in a phi-
losophy of illumination or ishrd.4 in which the role of the angelic sub-
stances and hierarchies of light is emphasized beyond nearly all else.

By his inner nature, Corbin \ryas meant to be an ishrd.ql fuaktm, which
he preferred, as I do, to translate as'theosopheri understood in its origi-
nal sense. No other figure occupied his attention from the period of
youth until his death as did Suhrawardi, as can be seen in Corbin's
?nagnuln opus, En Islam iranien, orte of whose four volumes is dedi-
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cated to Suhrawardr- alone while the other figures have much less space

devoted to them. It is by no means accidental that from the moment
that Massignon handed a copy of the Hikmat al-ishrd.q to the young
Corbin, Suhrawarfi became his inner guide leading him first to
Istanbul and then his spiritual home Iran, to which Corbin came for the
first time in quest of Suhraward-r's works. Thirty years of regular jour-
neyingto Iran, the establishment of the section of Iranian studies atthe
Institut Franco-iranien, the creation of the series BibliothEques irani-
ennes, meetings with numerous kanian scholars and teaching of many
young Iranian phflosophers and finally introduction to the vast world
of later Islamic philosophy dominated by such figures as Mr Ddmid
and Mulla $adrd, were the result of the guidance of Suhrawardi. The
Master of Illumination took the hand of his disciple across the span of
eight centuries and not only brought him into the world of ishraq, the
world of light which is at once ontological reality and the very sub-
stance of knowledge, but also opened the door of the spiritual world
of his homeland to the young French ishra,@phlosopher-theosopher
who was also destined to be the greatest interpretor of Suhrawardi
in the West even helping in the revival of interest in this remarkable
master in his own homeland.

Being the trained philosopher that he was with an intense interest in
the living reality of ishrrtqi thought, Corbin could not but become
rapidly aware of the later development of philosophy in Persia based

not only on the teachings of Suhrawardi but also Ibn S-rnd and Ibn
'Arabi. Moreover, Corbin's interest in a metaphysics of being which
would do full justice to the act of being as esto Ntdnot only the passive

state of being as efl.s,led him to the worls of what he called 'LEcole
d'Ispahanl which I have also sought to make known as the School of
Isfahan, and especially its greatest master Mulla Sadrd. The study of
Sadrian ontology brought Corbin face to face with the very different
trajecto{y that the study of being took in the Islamic world and
in the West and led him to some of his most profound comparative
philosophical studies, as c;m be seen in the introduction he lwote
to his translation of Mulla Sadrd's Kitab al-mashd,'ir (Le Liare des

pendtrations mdtaphysiques).Ttis study makes clear why Corbin, with
the particular intellectual and spiritual traits that he had, could not
have remained satisfied witlr, Existenz Philosophie alrtd why his mind
was bound to fly to the firmament of $adrian and Suhrawardian meta-
physics.
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Corbin,s attaction to the esoteric led him to investigate other eso-

teric teachings which he could discern in his adopted spiritual home.

He carried out serious discussions with masters of several Persian Sufi

orders as well as the leader of the Shaykhi movement, to whose pure

love of the Imams he was particularly attracted. Ttrough the study of

their writings, as well as earlier texts, Corbin had also become inter-

ested in Islamic alchemy, to which he devoted several profound stud-

ies. In general he was not attracted to the traditional natulal sciences

and natural philosophy, which happen to be among my fields of spe-

ciahzation,and often in his study of a tefi of Suhrawardl or some other

philosopher when there were references to astlonomy or some other

iraditional science, Corbin would consult with me. AIso, in the writing
of ljHistoire d.e la philosophie islamique he said from the beginnirrg

that he would have nothing to do with the section on natural philos-

ophy and left that section to me. He was, however, very interested in
Hlermeticism and the syzmbolic natule of alchemy as a science of the

cosmos as well as the soul, as can be seen not only in his studies ofJabir

ibn Hayydn and other Islamic alchemists up to modern times, but also

in his keen interest in Renaissance alchemy in Europe.

The love for the land and culture of Iran extended for Corbin to its

pre-Islamic past and not only the Islamic period. Like his mastel

Sufuawardi who sought to unite the phflosophy of the ancient Persians

and the Greeks as transformed by earlier Islamic philosophers in a syn-

thesis, Corbin sought to bring out certain profound continuities be-

tween Islamic Iran and its ancient past. His goal was not to abet a kind
of chauvinistic cultural nationalism, as some modem Iranians have

interpreted him, but to point out the depth of Persia's ancient philo-

soptrical culture and the universality and richness of the philosophy of

its Islamic period which was able to integrate many themes and motifs

of Persia's ancient past into its own worldview. Corbin made many bril-
liant studies of the pre-Islamic thought of Iran and was attracted like a

Gemisthos Plethon to Zoroaster as a great sage and not only prophet in
the legalistic sense of the term.

although Corbin avoided shallow chauvinism as far as Iranian cul-

ture and ihought was concerned, he was also adamantly opposed to

calling IslamiJ philosophy Arabic philosophy, especially in modern

times-when the term 'Arabic'has gained a nationalistic sense and no

longer bears the same meaning as it fid in the European Middle Ages.

Sorie Arab nationalists have called Corbin anti-Arab, but this is hardly
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the case. By nature corbin was attlacted more to the Persian zone of

islamic civilization and things lranian, as his teacher Massignon was

drawn more to the Arabic zone of the Islarnic world. But neither

scholar neglected the other zone in which they were less_interested.

Corbin alw"ays spoke of Islamic philosophy rather than Arab or Arabic

pnii"*ptV, U.ri ala not use Irinian philosophy except i, particular

cases whe.e such a term needed to be used. His discovery of seven

centuries of Islamic philosophy after lbn Rushd with its locus in Persia,

but stretching also to India and the ottoman wor1d, was itself the best

scholarly prJof, despite claims stil1 made for political reasons, that

Islamic piritosoptry is lndeed Isiamic and not Arabic philosophy, as the

term Arabic is now understood.
Corbin,s immersion inthe world of Islamic-Iranian thought and atthe

same time rootedness in the western esoteric tradition, caused him to

turn in many of his studies to what has come to be known as com-

parative philbsophyinwhichhe was one of the undisputedmasters. His

,rrr*"rom worki in this domain, ranging from the comparison between

persian mystical recitals and medieval western romances to compara-

tive studies of. futuwwah and westeln chivalry reflect his own inner

intellectual life which was nourished by both eastern and westem mys-

tical and esoteric traditions. F-urthermore, his study of Isiamic esoteric

teachings energized and deepened his work on westeln esoteric cur-

,.rt, uid figures. Moreover, iemaining true to his aversion to histori-

cism, C.rbii was rarely interested in historical influences' Rather, his

Concelnwaswithmorphologicalresemblanceandcomparisonsof
manifestations of the same ut.h.t,tp.t in different religions and cul-

turai milieu. rArhile being a profound expositor of islamic-Iranian thought

for the West, Corbin r.ias-a1so a bridge between the two worlds, this

aspect o{ his function being most manifest in his compalative studies.

In conclusion, a few words ,..u ,o be said about the iufluence of

Corbin now that two clecades has passed since his death, although

during these years many new works of his have appeared posthum-

orrty)"tnut tosio the indefatigable efforts of his wife, spiritual consort

and tiosest intellectual usro.irte Stella Corbin, so that it cannot by any

means be said that the publication of his work terminated with his

death. In fact, just recently a new book of corbin appeared in English

under the title The Vojlage and the Messengpr, Iratt, and Philosoplry
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which to the surprise of a person like myself, contains still previously
unpublished material. one wonders if this source is inexhaustible, or if
a time will come when finally all of Corbin's lwitings will have seen the
light of day.

In discussing Corbin's influence I shali not limit myself to the West
but also mention a few words about kan and the rest of the Islamic
world. Irr the West the influence of Corbin has been of course greatest
in France where he has influenced not only Islamic studies, but also
philosophy itself as well as the study of esoterism in an academic set-
ting. One needs only mention such figures as Gilbert Durand, Christian
Jambet and Antoine Faiwe as examples to demonstrate Corbin,s influ-
ence in circles outside the field of Islamic studies. In fact, Corbin,s
study of the mundus irnaginalishas opened a new chapter in western
philosophy, at least on the Continent. Corbin's philosophical influence
is also to be seen in Italy and Spain, where many of his works have been
translated. In Germany Corbin's works on Islamic thought are widely
read, but as far as I can see he has not exercised the same inlluence in
philosophical circles there as he has in the Latin counffies.

In the English speaking world many of Corbin's works have been
translated and are now well knor,rm, although his major work En Islaru
iranien was never rendered into English despite our efforts in Iran to
make this possible when this four volume work first appeared. In
Britain it is mostlythose concerned with theories of traditional art md
the imagination, as understood by figures such as William Blake, that
Corbin's works have been influential as can be seen in the activities of
the Temenos Academy and the writings of its founder, the well-known
poet Kathleen Raine. The philosophical scene has been too deeply
immersed in logical analysis to be attracted to Corbin. As for the world
of Islamic studies, while he has been criticized by many rationalists and
historicists, as he has also been criflcizedin France and Germany, his
studies of later Islamic thought in Persia and of Ibn 'Arabi have been
widely influential. The Ibn 'Arabl Society, founded originally in Britain
but also now functioning in America, received much of its early inspira-
tion from Corbin and Titus Burckhardt. Also the philosophical and
mystical texts in Arabic and Persian edited by Corbin have had wide
influence in academic circles in the West in general and have drarrrn
many younger scholars to the study of such figures as Suhraward!
Rtizbihan Baqli, Sayyid flaydar Amull lWrr Dimdd and Mulla Sadra,
along with the Ismd'-ili phflosophers from Abri Hdtam R6zI onward. In
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fact, the Isma'-ili Institute of London has played a notable role in the
translation of anumber of Corbin's works into English.

In America the influence of Corbin is being felt to an ever greater
degree, not only among Islamicists but also psychologists such as

James Hillman and intellectual historians such as Harold Bloom. hr
Canada at the Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill University, the
presence of Toshihiko Izutsu and Corbin's former student Hermann
Landolt have helped to make Corbin, and the subjects with which he
dealt, a permanent feature of the programme and many doctoral theses

in Islamic studies have been produced there which are in reality out-
growths of Corbin's works.

In his spiritual home kan the influence of Corbin was and remains
profound and diverse. He came to Iran at a time when a re-awakening of
interest in traditional philosophies was taking place and as a western
defender of these philosophies he played an important role in the actu-
ahzationof this process among the westem educated classes. The semi-
nar on Islamic thought which he and I taught to doctoral students at
Tehran University for over a decade was attended by nearly every older
professor of philosophy who teaches the subject in Iran today. In fact
Corbin's ideas became part of the general intellectual discourse of the
country in the tg6o's alrrdTo's. Moteover, his discussions and debates

with 'Allamah Jabatabd'7, to which I have aheady referred, had pro-
found repercussions in traditional circles of students in the rnadrasahs
of Qom, Mashhad, Isfahan, Shiraz and Tehran itself. His anthology of
philosophy since the Safavid period, prepared in collaboradon with
SayyidJalal al-O-rn fuhtiyaru-, opened the eyes of many westem-oriented
Iranians to the richness of their orirm philosophical tradition, so rapidly
forgotten at the end of the Qajar period as a result of their becoming
dazzled by the glitter of western civilization. Corbin's inlluence was to
extend even to a number of painters, cinematographers and architects
in search of an authentic philosophy of Persian art. As for the classical

texts of philosophy and Sufism which he edited, often in collaboration
with kanian scholars, the factthattheyhave been re-printed numerous
times in kan since his death is clear proof of their great influence.

In other parts of the Islamic world, the inlluence of Corbin has not
been as great as in Iran. Nevertheless, he tained a number of impor-
tant Arab scholars who have pursued the main thrust of his thought,
especially as it concems the study of Ibn'Arabi and his school. But most
of all it is in Corbin's insistence upon the living nature of Islamic
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philosophy and that this tradition has had eight centuries of a very rich
life after its supposed demise with the death of Ibn Rushd (Averroes)

that he has had the greatest influence in other Islamic countries such

as Turkey, Pakistan, Indonesia and Malaysia, as well as the Arab world
itself. There is no serious younger scholar of Islamic philosophy today
who would repeat the thesis of a DeBoer that Islamic philosophy ended

in the twelfth century. This new integral vision of Islamic philosophy is

due to the work of several scholars, of whom the first in time is cer-

tainly Corbin. LHistoire d,e la philosophie islamiquercmains an influ-
ential book, translated into all the major Islamic languages, not only in
providing knowledge of later Islamic philosophy, but also in providing
a new vision for a whole generation of Muslim thinkers in the study of
their orrrrn philosophical tradition.

Corbin left this world of turmoil u* .or,r.rfi oninry78f--or the angelic

realm to which his soul was so deeply attuned, but his thought is very
much alive today not only in France and kan, his natural and spiritual
homelands, but also in the rest of the Islamic world and other parts of
the West. There is little doubt in my mind that his influence will con-

tinue to grow throughout the world in coming years. Surely his soul
will be gladdened to know that the revival of traditional Islamic phil-
osophy to which he was so devoted is taking place today in so many
parts of the Islamic world, and especially in Iran, and that the philo-
sophical themes to whose study he devoted his whole life are attracting
to an even greater degree those in the West who, tired of the misosophy
which passes for so much of philosophy loday, are in quest of that
sophia that belongs to the meta-historical reality of which Corbin's

works are among the most significant spiritual hermeneutic interpre-
tations of this day and age.


